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he NISSSC Five-Year Strategic Plan is the primary tool to direct the
activities of the Institute. The NISSSC annual budget, Federal Action
Plan, Growth Strategy, Communications Strategy, Center Charters,
and library of operating instructions flow from the strategic
direction provided in this document. In addition, the document
serves as a means to inform the University of Colorado at Colorado
Springs (UCCS) and external entities, and to support collaboration
with public, private and international organizations sharing
common mission areas.
By definition, a strategic plan is a living document that can be
modified should situational variables impact significantly on desired
outputs and outcomes. The Institute will maneuver through the
planning period to maximize its value to the intellectual
underpinnings of science, space and security, while building a selfsustaining Institute built on academic and financial diversity.
To maintain the five-year horizon, the plan is reviewed and approved
annually by the Executive Director and Center Directors and shared
with members of the NISSSC Advisory Board.
Context
UCCS has a well-established reputation as a university with the vision
for graduating students who meet market place skills on a global
scale. As a result, establishing an Institute with multi-disciplinary
Centers that focus on problem solving at federal, state and local
levels was a prudent, logical next step.
The attacks of September 11, 2001, led to significant changes in
federal government and Department of Defense (DoD) organizational
structures, including the merging of the United States Space
Command (USSPACECOM) and U.S. Strategic Command
(USSTRATCOM) at Offutt Air Force Base in Omaha, Nebraska, and the
creation of U.S. Northern Command (USNORTHCOM) in Colorado
Springs at Peterson AFB, on October 1, 2002.
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Also, in 2002, the Air Force Office of Scientific Research (AFOSR)
identified funding to address “critical issues of future architecture,
policy, management; the impact of future technological advances,
and related research that impacts both ground and space-based
network and information security.” Therefore, the original NISSC, or
the Network Information and Space Security Center was created at
UCCS. Co-located in Colorado Springs with the U.S. Air Force Space
Command (AFSPC) and USSPACECOM, NISSC was well-positioned to
serve as a synthesis and integration element for a broad range of
academic and Department of Defense (DOD) information and spacerelated issues.
Furthermore, the relationship with USSPACECOM, before the merger
with USSTRATCOM, served as a strong catalyst for creating the
partnership with USNORTHCOM that resulted in an indigenous
Homeland Defense program to support this emerging and critical
mission area for DOD and our nation.
In 2005, The National Institute of Science, Space and Security Centers
(the current NISSSC) was established to better focus on developing
and implementing sound academic and research deliverables in the
science, space and security disciplines, for meeting the nation’s
challenges. The original NISSC transitioned to the Center for
Homeland Security (CHS). NISSSC includes CHS plus three additional
Centers that were organized and integrated into the Institute: the
Center for Space Studies (CSS); the Center for Science, Technology,
Engineering & Mathematics Education (CSTEME); and the Trauma,
Health & Hazards Center (THHC).
Today, NISSSC, building on its roots in the Southern Colorado region
is a critical asset to the nation and positioned to be a leader in
providing realistic solutions and replication models for a host of
applications.
We believe this Strategic Plan focuses on the needs of our partners;
lays out a roadmap for continued quality and excellence in research
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and services; and offers guidelines for the development of resources
which will drive NISSSC to meet the future needs of UCCS, Colorado,
and the nation.
Vision
The National Institute of Science, Space and Security Centers will be
valued for exemplary research, educational services, and innovative
solutions; a recognized leader in science, space, and security that
enhances the resilience of our nation and betters society.
Mission
NISSSC
We will conduct leading-edge basic and applied research, provide
advanced education, and develop innovative environments that
nourish science, space, and homeland security discoveries. In doing
this, our intent is to:
v Be committed to meeting the needs of our partners.
v Further develop our strong technical and intellectual
capabilities to enable us to become recognized as an expert
resource.
v Apply science, space and security solutions in solving complex
issues and reducing the impact of extreme human events
facing our nation.
v Conduct honest and fair business with our staff, students,
UCCS leadership, and external partners – be inclusive.

Center for Homeland Security (CHS)
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Advance education, leading-edge basic and applied research, and
create/sustain networks that lead to innovative homeland security
and defense discoveries.

Center for Space Studies (CSS)
Partner with industry, military, academia and government.
Lead research and educational programs in the Space Education
Consortium with other universities and academic institutions.

Trauma, Health and Hazards Center (THHC)
Reduce the impact of extreme human events.
Focus on the behavioral dimension of preventing, mitigating, and
recovering from extreme events.
Lead pioneering research in trauma psychology, emergency
responder mental health, effectiveness of disaster warning and
response systems.

Center for Science, Technology, Engineering & Mathematics
Education (CSTEME)
Continue programs for elementary through college education in
science, technology, engineering and math education, teacher
professional development, student curriculum, teaching and learning
research development, and student success intervention.
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Reputation and value
It is clear to the NISSSC team that the integrity of staff and Institute
deliverables in research and educational services is critical as we
move forward with our clients.
Though based in Southern Colorado, and proud to be such an integral
part of the Front Range, there is a need to have a global perspective
as we seek solutions and unlock the potential for collaboration. Our
approach is to be inclusive vs. exclusive; to build alliances for success
now and in the future. With a built-in “reach back” capability of
harnessing experts along the Rocky Mountain corridor in Colorado,
we have operationalized the Institute. A multi-disciplinary approach
now provides value to our partners and is a real benefit in solving
complex problems.
Developing relationships with academic institutions, government
agencies, local, national and international industry will build the
inclusive nature into most of the work of the Institute. This
community should continue to grow as solutions are developed and
the Institute and Centers extend their boundaries.
Key Capabilities
The ability to develop and interweave multiple competencies will be
the key to NISSSC’s success. A unique set of capabilities underpins
our strength as an integrator:
1. Top notch basic and applied research to complex problems and
emerging issues.
2. Superb intellectual property in disciplines ranging from emergency
responder mental health to citizen resiliency; and skilled staff with
real world experiences.
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3. In-depth understanding of the missions, capabilities and cultures
of many federal, state and local agencies that require a cross
disciplinary approach to problem solving.
4. Currency in relevant technology and activities – public and private,
military (active duty, DOD civilians and Reserve forces), and industry,
both domestic and global.
5. The ability to enhance the workforce of scientists and engineers
through educational programs that target elementary through
college education.

Objectives
Today’s science, space and security disciplines face daunting
challenges that require a multidisciplinary approach in research and
educational services to achieve the full potential in responding to this
new environment. NISSSC has developed a broad range of goals,
which are highlighted below.
v Expanding the research agenda
v Growing our deliverables
v Globalizing
v Improving our resourcing
v Increasing awareness of NISSSC
v Becoming the definitive resource for our partners
v Maintaining our unique and extensive multidisciplinary
involvement
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Strategies
The NISSSC difference is in the approach. The NISSSC team uses a
proven process of multi-disciplinary efforts to ensure partner
satisfaction and success. Throughout our process we involve
partners to:
1. Leverage our domain expertise and standing relationships by
strengthening our internal (UCCS) and external partnerships in
dealing with future challenges in the science, space and security
disciplines, through innovation and emerging technologies.
2. Transform NISSSC and Centers’ organizational structures to
achieve effective focus and to better accomplish activities by
providing a scalable capability to quickly respond to multiple
simultaneous requirements. We know that “form must follow
function” to ensure strategic and tactical leadership.
3. Build educational opportunities and curricula in all Institute
disciplines. We use conventional classroom methods, computer
simulations, visual systems, scenario development, tabletop
exercises, and on-line distance learning opportunities.
4. Develop a diversified and sustained resource strategy to take
advantage of Colorado’s emerging status as one of the world’s major
locations in science, space and security.
Again, NISSSC positions itself by leveraging our strengths:
• Access to leading scientific research and key stakeholders in
our mission area
• Highly skilled and creative workforce with reputation and a
proven record for quality and innovation
• Strong multi-discipline focus -- connections to 3 national
premier PhD programs (Psychology, Engineering, and Public
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Affairs) with ability to successfully communicate the strength
of our deliverables.
Services
Clearly, the benefits of working with NISSSC and our four Centers are
outstanding. First, the high profile positioning on the front line of the
state’s premier Institute in science, space and security backed with
the University of Colorado at Colorado Springs reputation as one of
America’s leading regional research universities. Second, there are
high level collaborative partnerships available. Inclusion in a growing
national and international network can be critical for growing
opportunities. Third, superb opportunities to attend and participate
in high level networking events are available. Finally, partners have a
voice in science, space, and security research, education, and
legislative efforts.
(See list below of NISSSC benefits)
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v

Theoretical Research
Applied Research
Pre-Collegiate Experiences
Panels
Tabletops
Conferences
Workshops
Higher Education Graduate/Undergraduate Certificates
Continuing Education
Project Management
Enable cross-jurisdictional understanding and decision-making
Grants and Contracts
Internships
Annual Industry Report
Strategic Communications Products
Website Updates
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v
v

Visiting Scholars Opportunity
National Conversation Series

Public membership in the Institute is on the horizon for those who
want to be regular participants in Institute services and show their
support.

Milestones
Obtaining NISSSC goals will require a mix of steps along a realistic
timeline. (See list below)
2009: Identify opportunities and focus efforts
2010: Assess potential shortfalls and evaluate risks
2011: Develop new initiatives and integrate changes
2012: Measure results for possible upgrades
2013: Re-chart vision and mission to maintain relevance

Measures
We will measure the effectiveness of Institute activities to reflect
return on resources spent. NISSSC will conduct analysis and
modeling. We will design measurement tools for critical assessments
(grants written and awarded, courses taught, students enrolled,
papers published, books written, community partnerships formed,
etc.) to include serving on advisory panels and face-to-face dialogue.
We will conduct focus groups and surveys with our stakeholders,
NISSSC Advisory Board and field test to determine the effectiveness
of our work. We will look at best practices of other academic
institutions and update our strategies from what we learn as
appropriate.
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Where We Are Headed
We are always learning! NISSSC’s technical insight and innovation
have earned us our reputation as a leading Institute that will help
shape the future of our nation.
Our vision requires an aggressive trajectory that seeks ways to
continue to unlock the potential for collaboration; that keeps the
Institute as a national leader and resource in science, space, and
security. We will take proactive steps that we can share with
industry and academia – an agenda for private and public sector and
for government policy makers to address the rules and processes for
understanding the nation’s science, space, and security challenges.
We want to enhance the resilience of our nation and better society.
Therefore, we are committed and stand ready to serve as the
integrator for sustaining a spirit of innovation. This requires that we
look beyond our own borders; that we seek partnerships with other
nations and international organizations. A quick analysis would
include Canada, Mexico, Europe, Middle East and Asia-Pacific.

Potential new thrusts:
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v

Risk Based Decision Making
Disaster Medicine Preparation
Executive Education Senior Seminars
Intelligence Oversight Courses
Homeland Defense and the Constitution
Protecting the Soldier on the Battlefield
National Guard and Reserve support
National Preparedness Laboratory for Resilience
International Partnerships
Arctic – Policy, Force Management and Methods
Military Space Professionals: Nuclear Certification
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v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v

Space Research Network
Cyber-defense and Secure Networks
Secondary Trauma Prevention
Defense Threat Reduction Agency Strategic Partnerships
Mexican Homeland Security Education
Weather and Hazard Research
Trauma and Terrorism Management
USAF – NSSI opportunities
Research Associate Positions

Our staff has the understanding and experience to meet the needs of
our partners. From research to educational services, NISSSC has
applied resources to the most challenging science, space, and
security problems. We are agile, we are not afraid of new
opportunities, and we have the experience to transform. Finally, we
have worked hand-in-hand with our clients to meet their most
important requirements and we promise to continue to do so. (See
List on next page)
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Partners

Department of Local Affairs

UCCS Departments

Department of Public Safety

Beth-El College of Nursing & Health
Sciences

Division of Mental Health Disaster
Coordinator's Office

College of Business

Homeland Security Advisor

College of Engineering and Applied
Sciences

Front Range Community, Business,
Military, Academia

School of Public Affairs

Agilent

Biology

Air Force Office of Scientific Research

Chemistry

BENS Future Strategies Working Group

Computer Science

Boeing

El Pomar Chairs:
Dr. Michael Larson
Dr. Terry Boult

Booz Allen Hamilton
Challenger Learning Center
CH2M Hill

Geography
Geology

City of Colorado Springs

Philosophy

Colorado Emergency Preparedness
Partnership

Political Science

Colorado Spring School District 11

Pre Collegiate Development

Colorado Springs Fire Department

Psychology

Colorado Springs Greater Chamber of
Commerce, Military Affairs Council

Sociology
State of Colorado
Colorado Information & Analysis Center
(CIAC)

Colorado Springs Police Department
Cranfield University
El Paso County
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IEEE

South Central Region

Homeland Security/Defense Education
Consortium Association; over 191
members

Tactical Solutions Group

International Association for Intelligence
Education
Marshall Center
National Homeland Defense Foundation
Naval Postgraduate School (Center for
Homeland Defense/Security)
Northrop Grumman

Space Foundation
TESSA Domestic Violence Prevention
Center
University of Hawaii
U.S. Air Force Academy
U.S. Northern Command
U.S. Air Force Space Command
World Affairs Council

Pacific Disaster Center

Readings
(See www.nisssc.org)

February 2009
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